ABSTRACT Objective: We developed visual motion evoked potential (EP) measures related to navigational impairment in Alzheimer disease (AD) and have now applied these methods to explore the role of elementary perceptual and attentional mechanisms mediating these effects. Methods: Older adult (OA) control subjects and AD patients underwent visual motion perceptual testing, attentional performance monitoring, and basic neuropsychological and visual assessments. We recorded stationary pattern onset and visual motion onset EPs as well as behavioral event-related potentials during centered visual fixation. Results: Psychophysical assessment demonstrated visual motion perceptual impairments in patients with AD, half of whom also showed low sensitivity in the attentional task. The low sensitivity AD patients had small pattern onset and absent motion onset EPs, whereas the high sensitivity AD patients had large pattern onset EPs and normal motion onset EPs. Conclusions: We conclude that visual evoked potentials (EPs) are abnormal in all patients with Alzheimer disease (AD): Those with small pattern and motion onset EPs may have greater AD pathology in visual cortex, whereas those with larger pattern onset EPs may have greater AD pathology in higher centers. These findings highlight the utility of visual EPs in distinguishing between syndromic variants of AD associated with particular patterns of functional decline.
The visuospatial variant of Alzheimer disease (AD) causes debilitating spatial disorientation distinct from the associated memory disorder. 1, 2 This syndrome may be related to prominent visual cortical pathology in some AD patients. 3, 4 We have recorded evoked potential (EP) responses to optic flow stimuli simulating the visual motion seen during self-movement and yielding an occipitoparietal negative wave peaking about 200 milliseconds after motion onset. Previously, we focused on linking optic flow N200s and navigational impairments in AD showing N200 diminution in proportion to errors on a real-world navigation test battery. 5 Here we focus on the mechanistic question of whether smaller N200s reflect a primary visual cortical disorder, a higher-order motion processing deficit, or a defect in associated cognitive processing.
To address this issue we pursued parallel behavioral and neurophysiologic strategies: At the behavioral level, we measured visual motion perceptual thresholds and catch-trial pushbutton responses. At the neurophysiologic level, we measured visual EPs elicited by stationary dot patterns as well as optic flow evoked N200s and later cognitive EPs related to the push-button responses.
We hypothesized that behavioral and neurophysiologic measures of sensory and cognitive processing may elucidate the mechanisms of visual motion processing impairments that we have previously linked to topographic disorientation in AD. Our findings suggest that lowlevel visual processing defects may play a fundamental role in visual motion processing impairments of many patients with AD.
METHODS Subject groups.
We studied 14 normal older adult (OA) control subjects (men ϭ 5, women ϭ 9) and 12 AD patients (men ϭ 6, women ϭ 6) without ophthalmologic or other neuropsychiatric disorders (table) . Patients with AD were recruited from the clinical programs of the University of Rochester Medical Center after being diagnosed by a neurologist or psychiatrist specializing in dementia care. All of these patients met National Institute of Neurological and Communication Disorders/Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria for probable AD 6 operationalized as functionally significant memory impairment, confirmed by subtests of the Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) and patient or caregiver report, along with either aphasia, agnosia, apraxia, inattention, dysorganization, or executive incapacity. This diagnosis was first made within 2 years of these studies, although precise determination of the date of disease onset could not be reliably conducted. Laboratory tests and neuroimaging studies were employed to support the diagnosis and reject alternative diagnoses, as indicated by the circumstances of each patient's presentation. OA subjects were recruited from programs for the healthy elderly or were the spouses of AD subjects. All of these subjects function without assistance or evidence of neurologic or psychiatric disease. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects before their enrollment. All procedures were approved by the University of Rochester Medical Center, Research Subjects Review Board. Most of the OA subjects, and all AD patients, are participating in ongoing psychophysical and neurophysiologic studies in our laboratory and in the laboratories of our colleagues at the University of Rochester. The patients reported here are the only ones who completed all of the studies required for these analyses.
Behavioral testing. Neuropsychological tests. Neuropsychological tests included the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) 7 that was used in the clinical diagnosis of AD. The WMS-Revised (WMS-R) 8 Verbal Paired Associates Test I was used to evaluate immediate and delayed recall for word pairs. Categorical Name Retrieval of animal names was used to test verbal fluency. The Money Road Map test 9 was used to evaluate topographic orientation on a route map with subjects using a pencil to trace the route while identifying left and right turns. The WMS-R Figural Memory Test was used to evaluate immediate visual recognition. The Judgment of Line Orientation Test was used to evaluate the visual processing of simple spatial relations. 10 Facial Recognition Test was used to evaluate the visual processing of complex figures. 10 Group comparisons confirmed the presence of broad-based impairments in AD patients (table) . The relatively high MMSE scores of our AD patients attest to their being mildly impaired and the fact that we find that subjects with higher premorbid achievement levels tend to be more consistent participants in all of the research studies at our center. Some of these patients might be thought of as having mild cognitive impairment, but we consider them to have AD because of clinically ascertained deficits that may not be well reflected in our limited neuropsychological test battery but do impact on function.
Basic vision. All subjects underwent Snellen visual acuity testing to confirm monocular acuity of at least 20/40 without significant group differences. Contrast sensitivity was tested at five spatial frequencies from 0.5 to 18 cycles/°(VisTech Consultants, Dayton, OH), demonstrating significantly diminished sensitivities in AD (table) .
Psychophysical visual motion stimuli. Subjects underwent psychophysical testing to determine their visual motion coherence thresholds for horizontal and radial (inward/outward) motion using left/right two-alternative forced-choice discrimination. They sat facing an 8= ϫ 6= rear-projection tangent screen on which a TV projector (Electrohome, ON, Canada) presented animated sequences of 2,000 white dots (0.13°ϫ 0.08°, 7.36 cd/m 2 ) on a dark background (60°ϫ 40°, 0.7 cd/m 2 ), yielding a Michelson contrast ratio of 0.83 presented at a 60-Hz frame rate. Individual dots within radial optic flow patterns accelerated in proportion to their distance from the focus of expansion with dot movement speed averaging 30°/s. Horizontal motion stimuli consisted of leftward or right- ward moving dots. Radial motion stimuli consisted of dots moving in a radial pattern out from or in to a center of motion on the horizontal meridian, 15°to the left or right of center. The horizontal and radial coherent motion patterns were intermixed with random dot motion. The percentage of coherently and randomly moving dots varied between trials for the determination of motion coherence thresholds. Individual dots were randomly assigned to coherent or random motion in each frame. All stimuli had the same constant and homogenous dot density, luminance, contrast, and average dot speed throughout the stimulus presentation period. Psychophysical testing paradigm. Motion coherence thresholds were obtained using the parameter estimation by sequential testing technique. 11, 12 We use a dual testing paradigm in which we initially conduct 20 trials with the preliminary threshold estimate set at a seed value that is based on pilot data from that subject group (80% coherence for AD subjects and 50% coherence for OAs). Thereafter, each subject's preliminary threshold is used to seed a second round of 50 trials to obtain a final threshold estimate. The perceptual thresholds reflect the percentage of dots in coherent motion in stimuli (coherently moving dots/[coherently moving dots ϩ random dots]) * 100), yielding 82.5% correct responses, reflecting Weibull fits to psychophysical responses.
Trials began with an audible tone that prompted the subject to establish centered fixation on the target cross (0.5°ϫ 0.5°). Eye position was monitoring by infrared oculometry (ASL, Boston, MA) and was used to abort trials in which gaze went beyond the central 10°. All subjects maintained stable fixation during testing with few aborted trials. During central fixation, a visual motion stimulus was presented for 1 second and was followed by a pair of audible tones prompting the subject's left or right button press to indicate the direction of horizontal motion or the center of motion in radial motion within 4 seconds. Subjects were asked to make their best guess if unsure.
Neurophysiologic testing. Neurophysiologic visual motion stimuli. Subjects sat in front of a 3= ϫ 3= rear-projection tangent screen while maintaining centered fixation on a red LED image as monitored by infrared oculography. They viewed a 30°ϫ 30°computer display of 100% coherence horizontal or radial visual motion stimuli while maintaining visual fixation. All other stimulus parameters were adjusted to match the stimulus parameters used in the psychophysical studies. In a separate set of stimulus presentations, we used a random pattern of high luminance stimuli containing 2,000 elements each consisting of 25 pixels (5 ϫ 5) illuminating 22.5% of the stimulus area. These were used for comparison to the responses evoked by 2,000 single pixel stimuli that illuminated 0.9% of the stimulus area. Each stimulus was presented about 100 times to optimize the signal/noise ratio in the resulting averaged responses that typical contained 75 to 85 responses after the rejection of trials contaminated by electrical artifacts.
Neurophysiologic recording. Scalp EEG activity was recorded from six electrode sites chosen to focus on activity in dorsal extrastriate visual cortex. Electrodes were placed according to modified 10 -20 system: starting from left occipitotemporal (OT) site in counterclockwise order, the OT-L electrode was placed 10% of the F z -O z circumference distance from O z to the left, followed by O z , OT-R (10% of the F z -O z circumference distance from O z to the right), P 4 , P z , and P 3 . We used the C z electrode as a ground and two additional linked electrodes that were mounted on the left and right ear lobes for reference. Impedances were maintained below 5 k⍀ for each channel and balanced across all channels within a 2 k⍀ or less range. EEG was recorded with low pass at 100 Hz and high pass at 0.1 Hz and sampled at 500 Hz per channel with 32 bit resolution. Epochs of approximately 1.5 seconds' duration were collected, and the first 20 milliseconds prior to target presentation was used as a baseline.
Neurophysiologic testing paradigm. Visual motion evoked responses were recorded during discrete trials ( figure  2A ). Each trial started with a centered fixation cross; if the subject fixated within 1 second and maintained fixation for an additional 500 milliseconds, the fixation cross was replaced with the prestimulus. The prestimulus consisted of 1,000 single-pixel white dots (as above) displayed at random locations for 300 milliseconds. The prestimulus was then replaced by the 200 millisecond presentation of one of four motion stimuli: left or right horizontally moving dots or inward or outward radially moving dots. Thereafter, the stationary dot display resumed for another 1,100 milliseconds. This combination of 300 milliseconds of motion with a total of 1,400 milliseconds of stationary stimulation defines a stimulus duty cycle of 13%.
Behavioral response paradigm. We monitored our subject's level of engagement by the visual motion stimuli by inserting behavioral response catch trials. Twenty percent of the visual motion trials presented random dot motion instead of horizontal motion or radial optic flow. Subjects were instructed to press the response button whenever they saw random motion and to restrain themselves from button press responses following the presentation of horizontal or radial stimuli. We determined the sensitivity and specificity of each subject's responses using conventional algorithms wherein sensitivity is defined as the ratio of true positives over the sum of true positives and false negatives, and specificity is defined as the ratio of true negatives over the sum of true negatives and false positives.
Neurophysiologic data analysis. We recorded 75 to 85 repetitions of each stimulus condition, using the infrared oculometric signal to reject trials in which subjects blinked or made Visual motion perception in aging and Alzheimer disease (AD) eye movements beyond the central 10°of gaze. Off-line inspection augmented automatic rejection of EEG epochs contaminated by artifacts before averaging with Ͻ15% rejected trials in all groups. Averages were computed for each subject for each electrode and the five stimulus conditions: left-and rightward horizontal, in-and outward radial, and random dot motion. Averaged responses were used to identify waveform components. Pattern onset responses contained three sequential peaks occurring at stable idiosyncratic intervals after the appearance of the stationary dots. In each subject, peaks were identified using Matlab algorithms: The P1 wave was identified as a positivity peaking between 60 and 110 milliseconds. The N1 wave was identified as a negativity peaking between 130 and 180 milliseconds. The P2 wave was identified as positivity peaking between 210 and 300 milliseconds. Motion onset responses were dominated by an N200 wave identified as a negativity peaking 140 to 250 milliseconds after patterned motion onset. The P300 event related potential was identified as a positivity peaking 250 to 700 milliseconds after random motion onset.
Responses to motion onset were analyzed separately for horizontal (left, right) and radial (in, out) stimuli using commercial software for statistical analysis. 13 Peak amplitudes and latencies for all components from all recording sites were entered in mixed measures analysis-of-variance designs with group (On, AD HS , ADL S ) as a between subject factor and site 6 (OT-L, O z , OT-R, P 3 , P z , P 4 ) as a within subject factor. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for the degrees of freedom was used for the recording site factor owing to the inherent violations of the repeated measures assumptions of sphericity. Where appropriate, post-hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey honestly significant differences (THSD) tests and a family-wise type I error rate of 0.05.
Neurophysiologic measures were combined with psychophysical, neuropsychological, and basic visual performance measures in stepwise multiple linear regression analysis using the F probability of 0.05 for entry and of 0.10 for rejection with a constant included in the regression model. This analysis selected measures that were significant predictors of visual perceptual capacities. The multiple linear regression provided ␤ weights that serve as quantitative assessments of the relative contribution of independent factors to a composite measure. Discriminant function analysis was used to evaluate our ability to classify subjects' group membership based on neurophysiologic measures.
RESULTS Psychophysical performance. All subjects underwent perceptual testing by psychophysical motion coherence threshold determination. Left-or rightward horizontal motion and left-or right sided radial optic flow was used in block-wise presentation to determine each subject's perceptual thresholds (figure 1A). Average thresholds for horizontal and radial motion showed large differences between the OA and AD groups (interaction F 1, 23 ϭ 22.70, p Ͻ 0.001) attributable to a group difference in radial optic flow perception (THSD, p Ͻ 0.001). Three AD subjects also showed horizontal motion thresholds of Ͼ50% coherence, whereas all of the OA subjects had thresholds below that level. Almost all of the AD patients (92%, 11/12) showed radial motion thresholds of Ͼ50% coherence, whereas only one OA subject (8%, 1/13) had a threshold Ͼ50% (figure 1B).
In a randomly interleaved subset (20%) of the neurophysiologic recording trials, we presented random dot motion instead of horizontal or radial patterns (figure 2A). These random motion catch trials maintained the attentiveness of our subjects during neurophysiologic recordings by requiring them to press a button to indicate the presence of random motion. The sensitivity and specificity of button press responses were derived for each subject (figure 2B) and showed large differences between OA and AD groups (interaction F 1, 23 ϭ 14.59, p ϭ 0.001) attributable to group differences in sensitivity but not specificity (THSD, p ϭ 0.001).
Among the AD patients, catch trial sensitivity was used to distinguish two subgroups: AD subjects with low sensitivity (Յ50%, AD LS ; figure 2B, filled) and AD with high sensitivity (Ͼ50%, AD HS ; figure  2B , open). These two subgroups of AD patients did not differ by neuropsychological measures, but they did show differences in their contrast sensitivity (AD LS ϭ 52, AD HS ϭ 32; t 10 ϭ 2.30, p ϭ 0.05). A parallel analysis of catch trial performance was conducted using a signal detection approach.
14 That analysis revealed group differences in both d= (AD LS ϭ 0.91, AD HS ϭ 3.5; t 10 ϭ 5.05, p Ͻ 0.001) and bias (AD LS ϭ 1.18, AD HS ϭ 0.48; t 10 ϭ 4.14, p ϭ 0.002) measures. Thus, half of the AD patients had lower sensitivity to the catch trial random mo- tion stimulus or had a bias against button press responses; what we observed is that they pressed the button less often than other AD patients.
There was no significant correlation between perceptual thresholds and catch trial sensitivity in either the OA or AD groups. The absence of significant covariation in the perceptual thresholds and catch trial sensitivities suggests that all of our subjects could muster attentional resources under some test circumstances. These findings might also imply that the perceptual processes assessed by motion coherence thresholds and the cognitive processes assessed in the catch trials may be separate factors that contribute to functional differences between subject groups.
Pattern onset EPs. We recorded visual evoked responses to the onset of stationary dot stimuli presented during centered visual fixation in OA, AD HS , and AD LS subjects ( figure 3A) . All groups showed clear P1, N1, P2 complexes most evident in occipital leads (O z ). On first examination, the OA subjects and AD patients appeared to have similar pattern onset responses. However, separate consideration of the two subgroups of AD patients, recognized by their catch trial sensitivity, revealed that the AD HS group showed large responses, whereas the AD LS showed small responses ( figure 3B ). These differences were most evident as differences between the P1 values obtained from the AD HS and AD LS patients (F 1, 13 ϭ 4.76, p ϭ 0.05). Consideration of the small size of the split AD sample prompted our additional application of the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank test that revealed differences for all three waveforms (P1:
obtained from OA subjects did not attain significance. In addition, group differences in the N2 (F 1, 13 ϭ 0.51, p ϭ 0.83) and P2 (F 1, 13 ϭ 1.61, p ϭ 0.23) responses were not significant.
Differences in the pattern onset evoked responses were explored further using a high luminance version of the random dot pattern stimuli ( figure 4A ). All groups showed shorter P1 latencies evoked by the high luminance stimuli compared with the single pixel lower luminance stimuli used in the other studies. OA and AD HS subjects both showed a clear increase in P1 amplitude with high luminance stimuli, an effect that was not seen in AD LS subjects (figure 4B).
We averaged peak response amplitudes across subjects in each group to control for the effects of differences in response latency. When we compared the responses with the high luminance stimuli to those evoked by the low luminance stimuli, we found that the higher luminance resulted in P1 amplitudes at O z that were increased by 33% in the OA group, 39% in the AD HS , and 7% in the AD LS.
These evoked response amplitudes were analyzed in a mixed model analysis-of-variance (subject groups ϭ 3, stimulus conditions ϭ 2) that yielded a luminance by group interaction effect (F 2, 21 ϭ 3.83, p ϭ 0.03). Post-hoc tests showed that the OA and AD HS groups showed larger P1 amplitudes with high luminance stimuli than with low luminance stimuli (THSD, p Ͻ 0.005), an effect that was not seen in the AD LS group. Furthermore, pairwise comparisons showed that AD HS subjects yielded larger P1 amplitudes than AD LS subjects (p ϭ 0.04). However, with both the OA and AD HS P1 amplitudes being increased significantly by the high luminance stimuli, the differences between those groups were diminished and remained nonsignificant.
These findings suggest that all of our AD subjects show abnormal pattern onset visual EPs. Those with high sensitivity to catch trials have especially large responses, and those with low sensitivity to catch trials have especially small responses. Furthermore, increasing stimulus luminance yields larger responses in both the OA and AD HS groups but not in the AD LS group.
Visual motion EPs. Radial visual motion began 300 milliseconds after the onset of the stationary pattern ( figure 5A ) and evoked a negative waveform peaking about 200 milliseconds later. The N200 responses were broadly distributed in OA subjects. In AD HS subjects, the N200 responses showed more profound posterior predominance but remained ev-
Figure 3
Evoked responses to the onset of stationary dot stimuli in older adult (OA), highsensitivity Alzheimer disease (AD HS ), and low-sensitivity AS (AD LS ) subjects (A) Centered visual fixation was maintained (Ϫ800 to 1,100 milliseconds) while stationary dot visual stimuli were presented (Ϫ300 to 0 milliseconds ident in all channels. In AD LS subjects, there was no discernible N200 response in any of the channels (figure 5B). The averaged peak N200 amplitudes were derived at O z and subjected to statistical analysis in the same manner used for the pattern onset response. The N200s showed group differences (F 2, 25 ϭ 5.11, p ϭ 0.01) attributable to smaller responses in the AD LS (THSD, OA Ͼ AD LS , p ϭ 0.01). We did not obtain significant differences between AD HS and AD LS groups, probably because of a lack of power from the small sample size of the divided AD group (AD HS ϭ 6, AD LS ϭ 6).
The profiles of averaged peak responses to pattern and motion onset showed clear distinctions between subject groups. AD LS subjects show consistently small responses and AD HS subjects show consistently large responses. Only OA subjects show substantial changes from P1to N200 with progressively larger relative amplitudes ( figure 6) . Thus, the visual responses of the three subject groups might be summarized as suggesting that OA subjects show increasing relative response amplitude from the early pattern onset responses to the later motion onset response. AD HS subjects show large pattern onset responses with declining relative response amplitude thereafter, whereas AD LS subjects show a pervasive decline in the amplitude of visual responses culminating in the absence of motion evoked N200s.
Event related potentials and attention. To maintain our subject's attention during the task, 20% of the evoked response trials presented random dot motion that demanded a push-button response ( figure  7A ). These trials were compiled separately for neurophysiologic analysis of event related potentials linked to the generation of manual responses to rare stimuli. OA subjects showed well-defined P300 responses peaking at P z (15.80 V) 550 milliseconds after the onset of random motion stimuli. However, neither the AD HS nor the AD LS patients showed discernable P300 responses (figure 7B). The averaged peak amplitudes at P z showed group differences (F 2, 25 ϭ 3, 45; p ϭ 0.05) with the OA having higher P300 amplitudes (THSD, p Ͻ 0.05).
We used stepwise multiple linear regression analysis to examine the relationship between perceptual performance and neurophysiologic responses to pattern onset, motion onset, and catch trials. The relative impairment of radial optic flow perception was measured as the difference between each subject's radial threshold and their threshold for the homogenous pattern of horizontal motion. We chose this approach both because it adjusts radial optic flow thresholds for individual variation in the more elementary capacity to selectively respond to uniform patterns of motion, and because our previous work showed a link between this measure and navigational capabilities in OA and AD subjects. 15 We found a link (R 2 ϭ 0.54, Discriminant function analysis quantified how well the neurophysiologic responses might separate subjects in to the OA and AD groups. A single discriminant function correctly predicted group membership in 87% of the subjects (77% after using leave-one-out statistical cross-validation to account for error that might accrue from generalization across a nonhomogeneous, small sample) based on N200 (r ϭ 0.77, p Ͻ 0.001) and P300 (r ϭ Ϫ0.70, p Ͻ 0.001) amplitudes. Together, these findings suggest that visual motion processing deficits related to impaired self-movement perception are influenced by both visual processing impairments measured by N200 responses and by higher-order processes typically associated with P300 responses.
DISCUSSION Perception and performance in AD.
We confirmed that AD patients commonly show higher radial optic flow motion coherence thresholds than seen in OA subjects 16 ( figure 1 ). This per- ceptual impairment occurs in the context of preserved horizontal motion coherence thresholds, possibly reflecting differences in perceptual mechanisms activated by homogenous horizontal motion and for the radial patterns characteristic of optic flow. Our previous studies have revealed that the selective impairment of radial optic flow perception in AD may result from combined deficits in processing motion defined features of visual stimuli and in using global motion processing strategies for radial optic flow perception. 17 The selective loss of optic flow responses is consistent both with the identification of discrete populations of optic flow neurons in monkey posterior parietotemporal cortex 18 and with the focal activation of corresponding posterior cortical areas by optic flow in humans. 19, 20 Optic flow processing has been linked to the observer's estimation of heading direction during self-movement 21, 22 and may be directly linked to impaired control of ambulatory and vehicular self-movement in AD. 17 Our most recent work, including related studies of these subjects, suggests that the selective impairment of optic flow perception may be related to older subject's having difficulty navigating in architecturally complex environments commonly encountered in everyday activities. 15 About half of the AD patients showed substantial declines in sensitivity to catch trials, failing to respond to half of the random motion catch trial stimuli (figure 2). These patients had normal catch trial response specificity, reflecting their success in restraining catch trial push-button responses when pattern motion was presented. There was no systematic relationship between perceptual thresholds and catch trial sensitivity. This raises the possibility that the loss of catch trial sensitivity in AD subjects might reflect their vulnerability to perceptual lapses during stimulus transitions imbedded in a sequential stimulus series, in this case the random motion catch trial stimulus following a series of horizontal or radial stimuli. We previously reported evidence of these lapses in an unrelated rapid serial visual presentation paradigm that revealed the unique coexistence of both attentional blink 23 and attentional masking 24 in AD patients who missed cue stimuli imbedded in a series of distracters.
Pattern onset EPs in AD.
Earlier applications of EPs to understanding AD have focused on flashed or pattern reversal stimuli. The most consistent findings are the increased latency of the flash evoked P2 wave 25, 26 and of later components in pattern reversal responses. 27, 28 In addition, P300 cognitive event related potentials consistently show both increased latency and decreased amplitude in AD patients. 29 These electrophysiologic findings suggest both primary visual cortical processing defects as well as higher-order attentional or cognitive defects in AD patients.
We used catch trial performance to separate AD patients into two subgroups: those with high sensitivity vs those with low sensitivity. We then examined pattern onset responses to characterize early visual processing in AD. Pattern onset responses were well formed in OA subjects but somewhat diminished in the AD LS group ( figure 3) . Surprisingly, the AD HS group tended to show large pattern onset responses. Also, when we increased the luminance of the pattern onset stimuli, responses from the OA and AD HS groups increased by one-third, but responses from the AD LS group were similarly small in both the low and the high luminance stimulus conditions. Thus, the AD LS group showed diminished pattern onset responsiveness, whereas the AD HS group showed robust pattern responsiveness.
There remains some controversy regarding the neural origins of the P1, N1, and P2 components of pattern onset responses. The P1 (P100) pattern onset responses are localized more medially in occipital cortex than the N1 (N200) pattern onset response, suggesting substantial striate cortical contributions to P1 and more extrastriate origins of N1 and the later motion dependent components. 30, 31 Alternative formulations cast the P1 as having stronger contributions from the parvocellular visual subsystem and the N1 as having stronger magnocellular contributions. 32, 33 Our finding strong effects of stimulus luminance on the P1 responses is similar to some earlier reports 34 and supports the view that P1 is substantially generated by striate mechanisms given Evoked responses to radial motion stimuli in older adult (OA) and Alzheimer disease (AD) subjects (A) Centered visual fixation was maintained (Ϫ800 to 1,100 milliseconds) while visual stimuli were presented with stationary dots (Ϫ300 to 0 milliseconds) preceding radial motion (0 to 200 milliseconds) and then followed by the reappearance of stationary dots (200 to 1,100 milliseconds). (B) Averaged waveforms (Ϯ SEM) showing motion onset (N200) responses to radial optic flow. The OA and high sensitivity AD subjects showed large amplitude N200 radial motion onset responses not seen in low sensitivity AD patients.
the prominent role of striate cortex in luminance dependent response effects. 35, 36 Nevertheless, caution must be exercised in inferring links to specific cortical areas based on scalp recorded neurophysiologic signals.
Previous studies of visual evoked responses in AD have reported delays of the later component (our P2 waveform) of flash 25, 37 and pattern reversal 38, 39 EPs. The pattern onset stimuli used in our studies are unlikely to yield exactly the same responses as flash or pattern reversal stimuli. Nevertheless, it is a bit surprising that delayed P2 responses are not clearly evident in our AD HS subgroup; P2 delay cannot be determined in the AD LS group because of waveform distortion ( figure 3) .
Recently, AD patients with prominent visual symptoms 1, 40 have been found to have the greatest concentration of pathologic changes in occipital cortical visual areas, 4 greater than the pathology in the more widely recognized mesial temporal cortical and subcortical distributions. 41 The decreased amplitude of early visual EPs in some AD patients may allow us to recognize occipital contributions to visual symptoms in AD. The large P1 responses in AD HS patients may reflect occipital cortical hyperresponsiveness, possibly reflecting the loss of higher-order feedback control of occipital cortex. 42, 43 This occipital hyperresponsiveness might play a role in an excitotoxic mechanism of the progressive, retrograde extension of AD pathology 44 from association to sensorimotor cortices or more generally from more anterior visual areas to more posterior ones.
Visual motion EPs in AD.
Visual motion evoked responses have been thought to reflect activity that extends from occipital striate and peristriate areas into dorsal extrastriate visual cortex. 45, 46 These responses were originally described in young, healthy subjects viewing horizontal visual motion 32, 47 and were subsequently linked to the perception of coherent motion hidden in superimposed random visual noise. 48 We have previously reported that AD patients show significantly smaller radial optic flow N200 evoked responses than OA subjects. 15 Two AD subgroups, defined by behavioral responses, revealed remarkably different patterns of radial motion evoked N200s. The AD HS group yielded N200 amplitudes that were not significantly different from those of the OA subjects at occipital sites, although the AD HS group showed somewhat smaller responses at parietal sites (figure 5). In contrast, the AD LS group showed practically no N200 responses either at occipital or at parietal sites.
The dorsal extrastriate localization of motion evoked activation is supported by the distribution of effects seen in human functional imaging studies. 49, 50 The abnormality of the visual motion evoked N200 is consistent with the association between visual impairment in AD and posterior cortical regional hypometabolism 3 and posterior cortical atrophy. 51 Evidence of posterior parietotemporal and occipital cortical involvement in AD is widely accepted. 52, 51 Our findings suggest that these patients may be identified in life by the loss of visual motion evoked N200 responses that we have previously found to be associated with navigational impairments in aging and AD.
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Figure 6
Plots of averaged single subject peak responses Ϯ SEM to stimulus onset and to radial optic flow in occipital leads for older adult (OA), high sensitivity Alzheimer disease (AD HS ), and low sensitivity AD (AD LS ) groups Attentional dysfunction in AD. We used our catch trial paradigm to examine P300 responses evoked by random motion presented as oddball stimuli. We could not discern P300 responses in our AD patients. This was true of both the AD LS subgroup that showed a loss of sensitivity to catch trial stimuli and also the AD HS subgroup that showed normal sensitivity to the catch trial stimuli (figure 7) . The origin of posterior P300 (P300b) responses is associated with parietotemporal cortical activation. 53 The involvement of both mesial temporal and posterior parietal areas may suggest that both ventral and dorsal stream extrastriate cortices may contribute substantially. 54 The visual motion stimuli and the corresponding manual response task used in our catch trials may emphasize dorsal visual stream contributions emanating from posterior parietal cortex. Attentional mechanisms in posterior parietal cortex may be particularly impacted in our AD LS subgroup, possibly in a manner like that which yields elevated motion perception thresholds because of the involvement of nearby dorsal extrastriate cortex.
This raises the possibility that our paradigm could isolate a dorsal P300b that is specifically impacted in AD patients with visuospatial processing deficits referable to the involvement of posterior cortical areas in AD pathology. The potential for functional isolation of visual subsystems by our behavioral paradigm might explain why previous studies have found delayed P300s in aging 55 and diminished P300s in AD 56 but not the absence of P300s that we have observed. Taken together, these findings suggest that dorsal and ventral stream variants of visual AD 57 could be differentiated by the relative amplitude of P300s evoked in corresponding behavioral paradigms.
Comparing the pattern of responses across subject groups revealed a gradient of amplitude changes. The AD LS group shows low amplitude responses for all components, and the AD HS group shows high amplitude responses for all components (figure 6). In contrast, the OA group shows a sequential increase in relative response amplitude from low amplitude P1 values to high amplitude N200 values. We speculate that this sequence of increasing responses in the OA group reveals a gradient of increasing attentional effects in more anterior visual areas. This is consistent with accumulating evidence of greater attentional effects across visual cortical areas, ranging from less impact in primary visual areas to greater impact in extrastriate association areas. 58, 59 The absence of P300 responses in both AD subgroups and the delayed but robust responses in the OA group support the notion that top-down behavioral influences are specifically lost in AD. Our findings suggest that these top-down behavioral influences are independent of the bottom-up sensory effects that distinguish the responses of the AD LS and AD HS subgroups.
We must be cautious in generalizing our findings about very early AD to more severely affected patients. We based our work on mildly affected patients to test the potential utility of these methods for early detection and subtype differentiation in AD. Our findings suggest a role for neurophysiologic analysis in the recognition and classification of AD patients. The visual decline in half of our AD patients, those with decreased pattern onset evoked responses and absent motion onset responses, may reflect the presence of the posterior cortical variant of AD 60 that is characterized by greater AD pathology in peristriate regions.
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Figure 7
Evoked responses to random motion catch trial stimuli in older adult (OA) and Alzheimer disease (AD) subjects (A) Random motion stimuli preceded and followed by stationary dot patterns (timing as in radial motion trials). (B) The catch trials evoked P300 responses (ϮSEM) in OA subjects but not in AD patients (P z P300 OA vs AD, t 24 ϭ 2.97, p ϭ 0.007).
